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Dear Confirmation Candidate: 
 
We missed you at Sunday’s Confirmation session. In order to make up the session please 
complete the items below and turn in the required items at our next Sunday session. 
 
At our session we looked at the question “How are we to live?” or Catholic moral 
theology. Please review the materials below and answer the questions in bold on a 
separate piece of paper. 
 
We began by having each group “build” a machine out of their bodies. Pick any kind of 
machine or appliance and answer the following questions on a separate piece of paper: 

• What is the name of the machine? 
• What is the machine designed to do? What are it’s functions? 
• How do you know when the machine malfunctions? What are the warning signs? 

What are some things you need to do to make sure it does not malfunction? 
 
Each one of these machines was created for a purpose. They don’t operate themselves, 
but need a person to at least begin their operation (and often to oversee it). When we 
use machines correctly, they function well. When we misuse them or fail to pay 
attention to the warnings they come with, we run the risk or damaging them or hurting 
ourselves. 
 
Human beings are not machines. Unlike machines, we are responsible for our own 
“operation.” We have intellect, reason, and free will. We can think about and choose 
how we “operate” or act. But the metaphor of a machine’s owner’s manual works well 
for what we are going to discuss tonight. 
 
We, too, were created for a purpose. And from the evidence—not just from faith 
sources, but from anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and historians—it seems 
that this purpose, too, has been “wired” into us. It is a very part of our human nature! 
So what is our purpose? 
 
Look at the sections of Searching for Purpose below. Read four of the the quotes and 
complete the sentence: “We were created to…” based on what they read. There may be 
more than one answer from each quotation.  
 
Hopefully, some of the answers you came up with are similar to this: 

• To seek God (To know, love, and serve God) 
• To be happy (to get to heaven) 
• To seek/do good (and avoid evil) 
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• To seek truth 
• To love (and be loved) 

 
Even if you weren’t a person of faith, and disregarded the first one on the list (seeking 
God) for a moment, don’t the other ones just make sense? When you think about what 
you know about people, and the people you know, aren’t these all true? Don’t we all 
want to be happy? Don’t we all want what’s good (though we sometimes differ on what 
that is)? Don’t we all want to know the truth? Don’t we all want to love and be loved? 
 
When we look at what anthropologists, sociologists, psychologists, and historians tell us 
about ourselves we recognize that human beings are social beings who always gather in 
groups (families, tribes, villages, countries).  

 
 “Seek Love.”: We all want to have meaningful relationships. We seek to give and 
receive love. 
 
 “Seek Truth.”:  As intelligent beings, we are continually seeking knowledge, stretching 
our limits (even into outer space), continually asking questions and seeking answers. 
We’re not always in agreement on what truth is, but we are all looking for it (and trying 
to pass it on)! The whole history of civilization is a quest for truth! 
 
 “Seek Good.”: And no one wants anything bad for themselves—they only want what 
they think is good. Again, sometimes we differ on what we think that is—but it’s still 
universally true that we want what we think is good. 
 
 “Seek Happiness.”: Likewise, everyone’s goal is ultimately to be happy. It’s the best 
thing parents can wish for their children. It’s what motivates people to do what they 
do—we’re always looking for happiness somewhere (sometimes in the wrong places). 
The quest for happiness is universal. 
 
Now, as people of faith, we know that the answer to all of this seeking is in Seeking God!  

 
 “Seeking God.”:  Didn’t Jesus tell us he was “The Way, the Truth and the Light?” Didn’t 
he assure us he came so that our “joy may be complete?” Don’t we believe that God is 
Love and that he is the ultimate good, the ultimate truth, and that we were created to 
be happy with him forever? Seeking God is inseparable from seeking all the others! 
 
Integrating the Faith Message: Natural Law and God’s Law  
 
We call these natural inclinations for goodness, love, truth, happiness, and God natural 
law because they are “wired” into us, so to speak. They are a very part of what it means 
to be human. They are the indicators of what we should or should not do. Will it make 
me more loving? Will it promote good? Is it the truth? 
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Natural law is the foundation of our built-in human conscience. When we are true to our 
purpose we know what we’re supposed to do! St. Thomas Aquinas said that natural law 
is “nothing other than the light of understanding placed in us by God; through it we 
know what we must do and what we must avoid” (CCC #1955) 
 
Because natural law is a very part of what it means to be human, it does not change 
over time, with different cultures or different religions. Ever notice that all the religions 
of the world believe in the “Golden Rule?” Actually, even people who don’t believe in 
God still believe that it’s a good idea! We even have a word for when people violate this 
law in a grossly significant way – we say they are “inhumane.” For example, torture is 
inhumane. Allowing people to die of starvation when you could do something about it is 
inhumane. That means that it violates our basic humanity—it is grossly opposed to our 
purpose! 
 
The Pope and bishops guide us in understanding how to live according to God’s plan for 
our lives. The Church has always taught—and it was a part of some of the quotes that 
you read earlier—that our true “vocation,” our true purpose, is to be fully human! That 
is, to use all our time and talents to seek God, seek good, seek truth, and seek love—and 
it is only when we recognize our true vocation that we will be happy! Being fully human 
is our call to happiness and holiness. 
 
Our consciences help to guide us in making decisions, which is why it’s important to 
have a well-formed conscience. Watch the video available here:  
https://youtu.be/slG07L6pBgs and answer the questions on the handout below.  
 
For our prayer, we prayed with a guided meditation. Please follow this link: 
http://www.mindfulworship.com/category/free-guided-meditations/  and pick one of 
the free guided mediations (we prayed #2: Find Rest, O My Soul) and answer the 
questions below: 
• Did you like the prayer? Why or why not? 
• Would you like to learn more about these prayer styles? 
• Did you find it easy or difficult to enter into this style of prayer?  
 
If you have any questions, please contact the Youth Ministry office. 
 
In Christ, 
 
Maureen 
 
Maureen Rotramel 
Director of Youth Ministry 
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Searching for Our Purpose 
 

 
God, infinitely perfect and 
blessed to himself, in a plan of 
sheer goodness freely created 
man to make him share in this 
own blessed life. For this reason, 
at every time and in every place, 
God draws close to man. He calls 
man to seek him, to know him, to 
love him with all his strength… 
(CCC #1) 
 
 
 

 
By his reason, man recognizes the 
voice of God which urges him “to 
do what is good and avoid what 
is evil.” Everyone is obliged to 
follow this law, which makes 
itself heard in conscience and is 
fulfilled in the love of God and of 
neighbor. Living a moral life 
bears witness to the dignity of the 
person. (CCC #1706) 

 
The desire for God is written in 
the human heart, because man is 
created by God and for God; and 
God never ceases to draw man to 
himself. Only in God will he find 
the truth and happiness he never 
stops searching for… (CCC #27) 
 

 
Deep within his conscience man 
discovers a law which he has not 
laid upon himself but which he 
must obey. Its voice, ever calling 
him to love and to do what is 
good and to avoid evil, sounds in 
his heart at the right moment… 
For man has in his heart a law 
inscribed by God… His 
conscience is man’s most secret 
core and his sanctuary. There he 
is alone with God whose voice 
echoes in his depths. (CCC #1776) 
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In many ways, throughout 
history down to the present day, 
men have given expression to 
their quest for God in their 
religious beliefs and behavior; in 
their prayers, sacrifices, rituals, 
meditations, and so forth. These 
forms of religious expression, 
despite the ambiguities they often 
bring with them, are so universal 
that one may well call man a 
religious being. (CCC #28) 
 

 
All men are called to the same 
end: God himself. There is a 
certain resemblance between the 
unity of the divine persons and 
the fraternity that men are to 
establish among themselves in 
truth and love. Love of neighbor 
is inseparable from love of God. 
(CCC #1878) 
 

 
Being in the image of God the 
human individual possesses the 
dignity of a person, who is not 
just something, but someone. He 
is capable of self-knowledge, of 
self-possession and of freely 
giving himself and entering into 
communion with other persons. 
And he is called by grace to a 
covenant with his Creator, to 
offer him a response of faith and 
love that no other creature can 
give in his stead. (CCC #357) 
 

 
The human person needs to live 
in society. Society is not for him 
an extraneous addition but a 
requirement of his nature. 
Through the exchange with 
others, mutual service and 
dialogue with his brethren, man 
develops his potential; he thus 
responds to his vocation. (CCC 
#1879) 
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This perfect life with the Most 
Holy Trinity – this communion of 
life and love with the Trinity, 
with the Virgin Mary, the angels, 
and all the blessed – is called 
“heaven.” Heaven is the ultimate 
end and fulfillment of the deepest 
human longings, the state of 
supreme, definitive happiness. 
(CCC #1024) 
 
 
 

 
All men are bound to seek the 
truth, especially in what concerns 
God and his Church, and to 
embrace it and hold on to it as 
they come to know it.“ This duty 
derives from “the very dignity of 
the human person… (CCC #2104) 
 

 
God who created man out of love 
also calls him to love – the 
fundamental and innate vocation 
of every human being. For man is 
created in the image and likeness 
of God who is himself love… 
(CCC #1604) 
 

 
Man tends by nature toward the 
truth. He is obliged to honor and 
bear witness to it. “It is in 
accordance with their dignity that 
all men, because they are 
persons… are both impelled by 
their nature and bound by a 
moral obligation to seek the truth, 
especially religious truth. They 
are also bound to adhere to the 
truth once they come to know it 
and direct their whole lives in 
accordance with the demands of 
truth. (CCC #2467) 
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The human person participates in 
the light and power of the divine 
Spirit. By his reason, he is capable 
of understanding the order of 
things established by the Creator. 
By free will, he is capable of 
directing himself toward his true 
good. He finds his perfection “in 
seeking and loving what is true 
and good.” (CCC #1704) 
 
 

 
Man is in search for God. In the 
act of creation, God calls every 
being from nothingness into 
existence. “Crowned with glory 
and honor” man is, after the 
angels, capable of acknowledging 
“how majestic is the name of the 
Lord in all the earth.” … All 
religions bear witness to man’s 
essential search for God. (CCC 
#2566) 
 

 
By his reason, man recognizes the 
voice of God which urges him “to 
do what is good and avoid what 
is evil.” Everyone is obliged to 
follow this law, which makes 
itself heard in conscience and is 
fulfilled in the love of God and of 
neighbor. Living a moral life 
bears witness to the dignity of the 
person. (CCC #1706) 
 
 

 
Our Father “desires all men to be 
saved and to come to the 
knowledge of the truth.” He “is 
forbearing toward you, not 
wishing that any should perish.” 
His commandment is “that you 
love one another even as I have 
loved you, that you also love one 
another.” This commandment 
summarizes all the others and 
expresses his entire will. (CCC 
#2822) 
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Conscience Formation 

As you watch the video, try to answer as many of the questions below as possible.  
 
What is “Conscience”? What does it do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the three elements that make an action right or wrong? What does each mean? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What is synderesis?  
 
 
 
 
 
Why is it important to have a well-formed conscience? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How do you get a well-formed conscience?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Think about a time when you allowed your conscience to help you make a decision that you know was 
right, even if it was challenging. Now think about a time when you made a choice you later regretted or 
felt uneasy about, when you ignored your conscience. Does reflecting on these examples help you to 
recognize the different senses you have of the small whispering voice of your conscience?  
 
 
 
 
Do you find it easy or challenging to take time in your day to be still and listen within? What might you try 
to help you grow in the discipline of taking interior time? 
 
 


